1. Introduction

Following the constructivist reasoning that social structure and “reality” are not predetermined or fixed but continuously socially constructed, together with the notion of a “strong reflexive tie” between social dispositions and produced knowledge of these arrangements, it can be concluded that our understanding of society in the distant past is inevitably conditioned by contemporary social values. Therefore, as such, this understanding is a fluid and ambiguous conception.

This phenomenon has been prominently articulated through the understanding of identity in archaeology and modern historiography. And it is strikingly clear apropos the traditional interpretation of collective identities in the central and western Balkan Iron Age, which typically was focused on ethnicity and identified a significant part of the prehistoric population in the region as the “ancient Illyrians.” However, the focus of this paper is on the connections between socioeconomic relations and identities of people in the Southeastern Adriatic and its close hinterland in the Late Iron Age. This topic principally relates to collective identities in the central and western Balkan Iron Age, which typically was focused on ethnicity and identified a significant part of the prehistoric population in the region as the “ancient Illyrians.”
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Abstract: The focus of this paper is on the connections between socioeconomic relations and collective identities in the Late Iron Age communities from the Southeastern Adriatic and its hinterland. The aim is to draw attention to different perceptions of collective identity in the distant past, in contrast to the traditional view that typically focuses on ethnicity as the main expression of identity in the Late Iron Age Southeastern Adriatic. This interpretation is based on a constructivist approach to culture and on a re-evaluation of archaeological records that are significantly marked with imported artefacts, which remarkably highlight socioeconomic interactions from the past. By correlating archaeological data and previously proposed theoretical concepts, it will be concluded that the conceptions of collective identities in this particular social context in the past were considerably embedded in socioeconomic relations. Such conceptions, partly understood through various social practices including the consumption of material culture, were significantly articulated through socioeconomic interactions (e.g., warfare, habitation, goods exchange) rather than through notions of ethnic distinctions between individuals and groups in the past.
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tities in the past, and it is concerned with social and cultural aspects of this phenomenon, bearing in mind the consumption of material culture within the specific socioeconomic setting; it is not concerned with ontological or psychological analyses.

Reflecting on the notion indicated in the first paragraph of this text, I would express prudence that some of the arguments conveyed here could imply doxastic ways of thinking. However, the purpose of this paper is to draw the reader's attention to the different perception of collective identities in the region during the late prehistory, in contrast to the traditional view.

Considering the types and contextual information of archaeological finds referred to in the text, it is noteworthy to point out that collective identifications in the Late Iron Age of the Southeastern Adriatic and its hinterland were materially embedded in socioeconomic interactions and relationships set in the distant past. These interactions from the past are indicated through the archaeological record from sites dispersed throughout the region. They are overwhelmingly dominated by imports, which were more intensely exchanged from the 4th century BC onward. Some illustrative examples are the sites of Ošanići, Risan, Budva, Lezhë, Zgërdhesh, Margëlliç, Hekal, Klos, Ploç, and Krotina.

Hence, to test whether socioeconomic interactions were one of the determining forces for a creation of collective identities in a given social context in the past, it is necessary to explain how material culture and identity of people were interrelated, while keeping in mind the given archaeological record.

2. Identity – meaning – material culture and vice versa

The constructivist understanding of culture has had a major influence on archaeological interpretations, including our understanding of identities in the distant past. This comes hand in hand with the understanding of material culture as a culturally specific sign and a medium within culture.

In archaeology, this idea has originated from the theory of semiotics; especially important are those concepts of Charles Peirce. One of Peirce's crucial notions in his theory of continuous creations of signs and meanings is that a sign is not isolated but is consistently related with other signs, which enable their creation in the first place. Therefore, in the context of social relations and culture, signs can represent not just social “reality”, but can also create social “reality” through meanings, which can always be ambiguously reinterpreted. Peirce's notion of cultural construction of identity suggests that it emerges simultaneously from relations between signs, people's interactions, and individual comprehension. Hence, identity coexists in the understandings of both a group and a person and is therefore constantly fluid and reinterpreted, not fixed.

Accordingly, Fredrik Barth's understanding of collective identity has underlined the importance of social interaction in the construction of always fluid identities as well as the significance of social processes of inclusion and exclusion within a particular social group. In other words, identity is not fixed and primordial, but continuously negotiated through comparisons of self with the other.

Furthermore, following Pierre Bourdieu's Theory of Practice, identity can be understood as being constantly and recursively (re)constructed through various social practices and their meanings. Identity is simultaneously one of the causes and outcomes of interactions between groups and individuals, as well as their perceptions of these relations in social space, in which notions of various social practices and positions recur.
sively produce social identity comprehensions and vice versa.\textsuperscript{17}

Keeping in mind all these insights, one can conclude that collective identities are fluid categories under constant (re)construction. They are the results of repeatedly constructed perceptions, which when looked at from a chronological distance constitute a “tradition” (evocation) that recursively supports various expressions of these identities (verbal, behavioural, material, etc.) in a particular moment or interval of time during which they are manifested within society. Hence, social and cultural identity can be understood as an awareness of “otherness” of individuals and groups in comparison to other individuals or other groups. This awareness is constructed and repeatedly reconstructed through the ongoing interactions with the surroundings.

One’s sense of social and cultural identity is conditioned by many different notions or distinct understandings related to the perceptions and comparisons of self or selves with the others. Cultural elaboration and the awareness of one’s age, gender, sex, name, social background and position, place of origin, mother tongue, political stance, occupation, economic power, religion, material possessions, and similar are also associated with the understanding of the different interactions between people.\textsuperscript{18} In human interaction, these complex associations are constantly, both consciously and unconsciously, communicated and compared, which then reflectively and recursively enables the understanding of distinctions between individuals and groups of people within social space.

One of many ways of communicating these ideas is through the usage of material culture. It has been argued that objects that people use do not just have their practical function, but also have culturally specific and varied meanings in human interaction and perception.\textsuperscript{19} Hence, different objects and ways of their usage may reflect one’s perception of self in comparison to the other. The various ways of using material culture in prehistory and the permanent psychological and social reproductions of mixed identifications can be related to the different contexts of consumption of objects as well as the miscellaneous meanings associated with their usage.\textsuperscript{20}

Hence, material culture can be a culturally specific representation of a hybrid, individual, and collective identifications, as well as a sign of a mixed and layered notion of social and cultural identities.

3. Socioeconomic practices and identities (re)constructed

Following the conceptions outlined above, one can argue that the key to understanding the interrelatedness between socioeconomic practices and collective identities in the past is the recognition of specific socioeconomic groups created through practices as well as paradigms of class distinctions materialised as a result of actions within a particular social context.

These notions indicate the focal points for social recognition and identification in the past, including the phenomenon by which the social actors compare themselves with others. This can be related to their inclusion in, or exclusion from a particular group, while being related to concerns with one’s status, reputation and wealth, which are constantly weighted against other individuals and groups. Such comparisons are partially embedded in socioeconomic interactions.

Being partly (re)constructed in various ways of consumption of material culture in the past, identities can be traced in the archaeological record by reconstructing paths of various artefacts in the archaeological context. In order to understand this interrelatedness, it is crucial to relate archaeological contexts with the specific past social contexts, by identifying social practices which form the basis for the construction of collective identities.

Following on from this, the study will finalize with conclusions based on relating archaeological data to theoretical conceptions and vice versa.\textsuperscript{21} Hence, the first step is to provide an overview of the material culture from the Southeastern Adriatic and its immediate hinterland dating to the 4th–1st centuries BC. Specifically, imports will be taken into consideration, as they are over-
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whelmingly present and are typologically and chronologically more sensitive. Moreover, they are objects that were clearly part of past socioeconomic exchange.

3.1. Material culture overview

Abundance of artefacts, predominantly various Mediterranean imports, rested within the remains of numerous Iron Age fortified settlements and necropoleis in the Southeastern Adriatic coast and its hinterland, highlight socioeconomic interactions from the region’s late prehistory.

The consumption of imports in the region can be traced throughout the Early Iron Age. But an increase in the quantity of this archaeological material can be dated from the late 5th/early 4th century BC onward. The change and increase in their quantity is the consequence of intensification of their consumption and a sign of intensified socioeconomic interactions in the region in the last four centuries of the first millennium BC. Imported objects, in the traditional interpretation signified “Hellenised” material culture, predominantly originating from the workshops in the Southern Italy and Sicily but also from the Aegean Region.

Those artefacts include various metal fibulae, buttons, necklaces, earrings, bracelets, rings, pins and double pins; amphorae (Greco-Italic, Corinthian A and B types, Dressel types – 1A, 1B, 2–4, Brindisi, Knidian, Thasian, Laboglia 2, Apollonian, etc.); fine ceramic vessels (skyphoi, oenochoai, pelike, craters, unguentaria, etc. – predominantly Gnathia pottery, also Megarian bowls, etc.); metal vessels (oenochoai, cups, etc.); coins (of Philip II, Alexander the Great, Cassander, Philip V, Demetrius II; Acragas coins, Syracusan coins, Neapolis coins, Corinth coins, Corinthian, etc.); fine pottery fragments (cups, oenochoai, etc.) or in some cases produced with the usage of a wheel (cups, pots, etc.) or in some cases produced with the usage of a wheel (cups, pots, etc.). Among local products are various metal tools, mostly for agricultural works, and craftsmanship.

A great number of finds relate to weapons produced locally, but there are also imported ones. Offensive weapons are present in a large quantity (iron long leaf-like spears, curved iron knives, arrow heads and short swords); defensive weapons were found in small numbers (and comprise mostly Illyrian helmets).

plain; mostly coins (for an example, Damastion coins) and fibulae (identified as various La Tène types). Besides, many local products have been labelled as imitations of imports.

This label was especially related to the coins attributed to various groups from distinct settlements (Amantia, Byllis, Olympe, Orikos, Daorson, Scodra, Lissos, Rhizon, etc.); and signed by individuals – rulers (coins of Monunius, Genthius, Ballaios, etc.). In addition, these imitations have been recognized in the abundance of fine pottery fragments (cups, oenochoai, etc.) predominantly similar to Gnathia products, reflecting stylistic features of imported objects.

This emulative aspect has been also more or less pointed out regarding some of the remains of architecture in the region, especially some fortifications – identified as “Hellenistic” (Ošanici, Risan, Lezhë, Hekal, Krotina, Klos, Triport, Orikos, Ploć, Zgërhdhesh, Margellëc, etc.).

Locally produced artefacts also include various kitchen potteries for everyday use (so called “Illyrian” pottery), mostly cups with one or two handles, bowls, pots; pithoi and amphorae; predominantly made without using a wheel (cups, pots, etc.) or in some cases produced with the usage of a wheel (amphorae). Among local products are various metal tools, mostly for agricultural works, and craftsmanship.
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Bearing in mind overviewed archaeological finds, crucial questions arise such as how are they correlated to particular social practices in the past, and how ideas of collective identities in that particular social context were affected through those practices?

3.2. Warfare and habitation

A large amount of weapons (for the most part offensive ones) found particularly in funerary context, but also within settlements, and in stratigraphic layers of destruction (for instance in Ošanići), indicate the vital importance of warfare in the Southeastern Adriatic and its hinterland during the Late Iron Age. Remains of a great number of fortified settlements that once dominated these landscapes, moreover suggest a situation of insecurity and the need for protection in the distant past.

This is clearly communicated in the ancient written sources (books of Polybius and Livy); and in the works of modern historiography, warfare, including piracy, is denoted as a real economic activity in this historical context, a so called war economy. In relation to this one should also consider the increase of mercenary activities in conflicts in Greece and Hellenistic east from the 4th century BC onward. Ancient authors such as Polybius and Diodorus Siculus have mentioned Illyrians and groups from the eastern Adriatic in this context.

If comprehended within substantivist argumentation, warfare without doubt was a socioeconomic practice in this social context in the past; which principally included plunder of the defeated parties. Furthermore, judging from the archaeological remains of fortified settlements in the Southeastern Adriatic and its hinterland dated in the last centuries BC, one may conclude that habitation in that particular social context was inextricably interrelated to warfare and plunder, in addition to the other aspects of habitation and occupancy within prehistoric settlements.

Analysing the positions of these fortified settlements in the Southeastern Adriatic and its close hinterland, one may conclude that they do not represent points in landscapes that were connected; neither with roads, nor through their spatial positioning that would suggest their arranged orientation opposing some mutual threat. The micro regional topography of the eastern Adriatic and its closest hinterland along with the positions of those settlements in the landscapes indicate that the biggest threat for an Iron Age community in this region was from their neighbours.

Bearing all this in mind, it can be concluded that socioeconomic practices of warfare and plunder, along with a habitation aspect that was strikingly marked with practices of erecting fortifications and living within a community in a particular defensible place, resulted in the creation of distinct socioeconomic groups and were among focal points for social recognition and identification in the past. These circumstances in that particular social context in the past, recursively influenced the comprehension of group identities which in turn reinforced these practices. Some of those local identities were even explicitly communicated on marked coins produced in some of the settlements.

As previously mentioned, the finds of mostly offensive weapons are in general known from funerary contexts. This suggests their importance in the given social context as objects for conducting important socioeconomic practices – warfare and plunder, as well as defence of a distinct group or a (fortified) settlement. And even if these activities would not have been obligatory or would not be obvious for some individuals within those communities in the past (examples of finds of weapons in graves of women), those practices were certainly strongly suggested within that social context, and those individuals undoubtedly
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alluded to on warrior’s appearances through the attributes of clothing.

Sepulchral practice suggests the importance of these objects for social recognition in this historical context, and indicates significance of weapons for differentiation of social status of deceased persons, considering their overwhelming presence within burial places but with differences in their quantity and quality. Status communicated in this way, that is through possessing and using weapons within particular socioeconomic practices, led to differentiations among social actors which were one of the presumptions for creating ideas of their distinct identities.

A customary epilogue of the socioeconomic practice of warfare and plunder apparently was the exchange of looted goods. As one of the practices in this social context, redistribution of some goods (although not all of them looted), and even redistribution of land, is suggested by ancient written sources. In relation to this, archaeological records suggest socioeconomic networking between social actors who communicated different social status through consumption of exchanged material culture in the past.

### 3.3. Socioeconomic exchange and networking

Socioeconomic practice of exchange of goods and objects in the past can be displayed through distribution analysis of archaeological material. In this respect, some types of imports like amphorae, fine pottery and coins are of particular importance because of their well known origins and chronology. After being imported to the region, they had to be exchanged, that is redistributed.

A mathematical model which indicates redistribution of artefacts in the past was previously formulated by C. Renfrew. This model shows that if there is an increased quantity of particular type of artefacts on a particular location at a distance from its production centre, and decreased concentration of these objects on other sites further away, then this pattern of spread indicates their centralised redistribution from that particular place in the past. When the quantity of particular imports to the Southeastern Adriatic is evaluated and compared, the pattern explained above could be recognised at particular sites in the region, indicating some of the centres of redistribution of various imports, mostly of amphorae (containing wine and olive oil) and fine pottery (mostly for consumption of wine): Ošanići, Risan, Lezhë, Margëlliç, Krotina, Berat, Hekal, Klos, Ploç, Orikum, Triport. Amphorae are present in largest amounts when compared to the other objects, and are almost exclusively found in settlements (and rarely in the funerary context).

Bearing in mind that the imported artefacts had different origins, their geographical spread over the region in both settlements and necropoleis suggests that they were redistributed from particular places in the Southeastern Adriatic and its surroundings. In addition, the widespread presence of so called imitations of “Hellenistic” material, mostly locally produced (“Illyrian”) coins, fine pottery and amphorae suggest their local manufacture at distribution places and subsequent redistribution in the past. Considering the origins of these products, many of the centres mentioned above can be identified as places from which these objects had been distributed.

Numerous finds of so called “Illyrian” coins in particular support this pattern of exchange – if their role is understood in substantivist terms as “special purpose money” in regulating particular spheres of exchange. Locally produced coins by centres or individuals / groups, were distributed to many different locations (and hence to other socioeconomic actors) along with imported
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coins, and these often were deposited together in the same stratigraphic layers. This pattern actually shows that exchange and their usage (distribution and redistribution) was centralised by numerous producers, whose regulation of this particular practice overlapped with other producers each supplying the same socioeconomic actors in the past, as well as their socioeconomic influences in general.

Bearing in mind all these insights, it can be concluded that redistribution and distribution of goods and objects were widely accepted socioeconomic practices in the Southeastern Adriatic in the last centuries BC. Redistribution, as an institutionalised and centralized form of exchange, apparently included competing socioeconomic networking in the past. This meant the creation of distinct parts of social structures that regulated the practice of redistributive exchange – a network of socioeconomic actors, replicating through this practice. The distinctions between social actors (individuals and smaller groups, for example families – gentes) within the exchange networks that were formed in this way must have been made in terms of their inclusion in, or exclusion out of, these clusters or groups created through practices.

These socioeconomic differentiations between social actors can be distinguished by their presence or absence within the practice of exchange. Consequently, this would lead to their mutual recognition and identification. Some of these collective “socioeconomic” identities were “locally” (re)produced through exchange practices within a particular settlement and/or within a group of close settlements. This is indicated with finds of mostly amphorae (redistribution and distribution of wine and olive oil) and imported fine pottery (mostly for consumption of wine), present in many of mentioned sites and dispersed in patterns that display centralised redistribution of these goods. Consequently, such patterns can indicate the existence of socioeconomic groups and can be correlated with their members’ participations within particular exchange networks and therefore also their socioeconomic identification.

Hence, these relations constructed through practices of exchange – distribution and redistribution of goods and objects – have been one of the ways of recognition of self and the other, that is, recognition of participant and non-participant in socioeconomic practices. Consequently, it must have been one of the features of identity regarding that particular group (an exchange network) within the given social context. Dominant social actors (individuals and/or groups) constructed their high status within these networks through practice of regulation of exchange, which apparently was in accordance with other social and identity notions like kin based relations, political dealings, etc. They apparently have constructed a distinct identity in comparison to others. In some cases this was vividly communicated with distinct images and names minted in coins.

Inclusion of many other social actors as participants within these networks of exchange is suggested by the presence of previously exchanged artefacts found in different settlements, and in great number of burials in the region – mostly coins, fine pottery vessels, fibulae and jewellery. Those finds in a number of graves unearthed in the region indicates connections of buried individuals to the networks of particular spheres of exchange in the past. Related to that is the recognition of some of collective socioeconomic identities as having been (re)produced through exchange on a regional level, including interaction between individuals and groups settled in a larger area in different settlements but connected through the possession and usage of the same type of exchanged objects. In particular, this practice refers again to coins of distinct types, dispersed widely in the region and far away from the places of their origin, which were found in funerary context.
This seems to indicate the importance of placing artefacts during sepulchral practices for the deceased and for conveying his/her socio-economic connection to the producer within a particular network of exchange during his/her lifetime. The different socioeconomic status of social actors can be suggested on the basis of the quality and quantity of finds in the graves. All these notions and the constructed mental pictures within the minds of social actors in the past, and in-between their (socioeconomic) relations (group mind set), would influence ideas of identities – deflected through these connections and practices of their (re)construction.

4. Some critical remarks on the traditional interpretation of identity in the Central Balkans Iron Age

The traditional understanding and interpretation of group identities regarding central and western Balkan Iron Age is typically focused on ethnicity. Some explanations touched upon the questions of vertical social diversification and implicitly suggested different social identifications in the past. Even some political and socioeconomic distinctions between particular communities in the past were put forward. All of these notions have been based on different understandings of social and cultural evolution; as well as on different concepts and models of the economy in the distant past. In any case, the dominant approach to identity pivots around Iron Age populations being identified as “ancient Illyrians”.

4.1. Establishing “Illyrian” ethnicity

The traditional archaeological interpretation describes the ancient Illyrians as the dominant population in the Southeastern Adriatic and its hinterland during the last centuries BC. It is the widely accepted opinion that this region was inhabited with ethnically related Illyrian tribes, at least from the Late Bronze Age, the period from which on their ethnonogenesis has been traced with certainty according to archaeological finds classified as the Glasinac – Mati cultural complex.

The Illyrians have been predominantly seen as related, or at least allied tribes, united by their emphasis on shared ethnic background, which was a focal point of their identity. It is believed that this ethnic bonding culminated in the period from the end of the 4th BC onward, when the Southeastern Adriatic and its hinterland became parts of the so called “Illyrian Kingdom”; just before the gradual Roman conquest and expansion over the Balkans.

This socio-political phenomenon (a creation of a state) was understood as social evolution, a gradual social progress through the centuries that came to a crescendo with a creation of a kingdom, in which ethnic identity was one of the most important factors of political and social cohesion. This traditional viewpoint of ethnicity in the Balkans during the late prehistory is clearly founded on the normative model of culture, and namely on the concept of archaeological culture and diffusionism.

The archaeological verification of this view is undertaken in terms of identifying the supposed complex correlation of homogeneous artefacts (with well-defined characteristics) distributed through a distinct territory, the specific cultural norms of particular group of people (e.g., language, religion, customs, all described by these features of classified material culture), and collective identities (that were embodied through the use of a distinct material culture by a particular group of people, who shared the same specific cultural norms). That view is really an implicit projection of modern ideas of ethnicity, the nation, and the state is strongly supported by the contrasting culture-historical interpretations of the given subject. The different Balkan archaeologies that explored and modelled the past of the region: Austro-Hungarian, Albanian, Yugoslavian, and so on, gave different understandings of the expansion, cohesion and continuity of cul-
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tural norms related to the Illyrian (ethnic) identity or identities.\(^\text{36}\)

Historical and modern political narratives often were intertwined in the explanation of the past in which Illyrian ethnic identity was understood differently depending on contemporary socio-political circumstances. Considering that these different explanations emerged from one and the same archaeological data and the very same research methodology;\(^\text{57}\) these differences in the interpretation are obviously paradoxical. A comparison of archaeological and written records in addition coloured the view and highlighted ethnic distinctions and identities as being crucial in distant past. Arguments in favour of such reconstructions have references to the writings of ancient authors like Polybius and Livy.\(^\text{58}\) Recently, information regarding the Illyrian (proto-)history has been revaluated. It has been shown that not just modern but also ancient historiographers communicated ways of thinking that were significantly conditioned by their contemporary social and even political circumstances.

According to these new readings of the written sources, so-called Illyrian territory in the last centuries of the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) millennium BC was inhabited by heterogeneous groups, who displayed various socio-political identities and who were not firmly socially and politically coherent before the final conquest by the Romans.\(^\text{59}\) Within the strategy of the conqueror, future socio-political cohesion of the province to be (Illyricum) was implicitly projected in ancient historiography, using politically coloured descriptions of the eastern Adriatic.\(^\text{60}\) The stance that Iron Age populations in the eastern Adriatic were not socially compact is indirectly supported even with explicit data in the written sources – books of Polybius and Titus Livius, who had mentioned numerous conflicts between neighbouring communities in the wake of the Roman conquest.\(^\text{61}\)

The complex social relations in the Late Iron Age in the Southeastern Adriatic are also indicated by the existence of fortified settlements as dominant points in the prehistoric landscapes. The traditional explanation is that these structures are actually traces of towns and marks of urbanisation.\(^\text{62}\) This argument accords with the theory of social evolution, as gradual progress towards “civilised” way of living and a creation of a civilised socio-political structure, a state or a kingdom, along with development of the economy especially trade in the ancient Adriatic. This point is questionable not just in theoretical terms, but also when compared to some specific examples from the ancient past regarding state and city formation.

The so called “Illyrian kingdom” could not be considered a territorial entity;\(^\text{63}\) or a rechtsstaat, if it were compared to the much more developed political structures in antiquity (like ancient Athens as an example).\(^\text{64}\) Nor can many of these settlements be considered as towns, but rather as fortified villages that were glorified in modern historiography and archaeology (for an example, the same conclusion was made regarding many small communities in the Aegean).\(^\text{65}\)

In addition, the traditional argument is not consistent with the above mentioned fact that fortified settlements do not represent points in landscapes that were connected but detached from one another.\(^\text{66}\) Communities which supposedly formed compact socio-political groups according to the traditional interpretation, presumably would have been aware of their common ethnic identity, and presumably would belong to the one and the same political entity, in reality obviously perceived themselves as adversaries; being the neighbours separated by high walls and occupying positions difficult to access.

Furthermore, funerary finds in the Southeastern Adriatic from the 4\(^{\text{th}}\) until the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) century BC, actually depict quite a contrasting picture to the traditional view. Crucial necropoleis are not just full with various imports, those imports overwhelmingly dominate domestic products.\(^\text{67}\) The traditional response to this fact is that this is a
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matter of Hellenization; a conception of gradual cultural change. This kind of archaeological record would actually suggest that alleged “Illyrian” (domestic or local) cultural norms have not been emphasised through usage of material culture in the last four centuries BC, at least regarding those particular aspects of social life such as sepulchral practice, cult and socioeconomic exchange.

One cannot totally discard the argument that group identification and recognition of the other based on a spoken language or on some other apparent aspect of culture in direct contacts between people could have been occurring in prehistory. But conceptualisation of ethnicity as a crucial collective identity focal point in the Iron Age is a modern construct. Bearing in mind its political aspect, along with the supposed social extent or geographical range of this or some similar ideas, the traditional model of group identification and recognition could have existed in the distant past, but in reality on much smaller social and spatial scales than it is usually thought to have been the case.

However, along with the intense focus of archaeologists and historians on ethnic identity regarding the “Illyrian” past, some of the researches of central and western Balkan Iron Age and protohistory, identified social hierarchy as well. These identifications implicitly suggested the existence of various class identities in prehistory.

4.2. Modelling socioeconomic identifications in the “Illyrian” society

As mentioned above, the modern perception of collective identities in western and central Balkan late prehistory was inevitably conditioned by evolutionism (ethnogenesis, urbanisation and state formation); or put more precisely, it was influenced by different modern conceptions of evolution of human society and culture coupled with the understanding of cultural changes and the economy in distant past.

The concept of Hellenization of Illyrians is given priority as the explanation of these crucial cultural change seen in the archaeological record. In this (pre)historical context Hellenization was understood as acculturation on the basis of ancient Greek cultural norms that were diffused from the Aegean and Ionian colonists to the eastern Adriatic coast during the last centuries of the 1st millennium BC. Cultural change as explained through the diffusionist model was related to the intensified profusion of imports, which supposedly illustrated the process of acculturation. The surplus of imported objects were understood in a formalistic manner; as trade operations between two ethnically compact groups, the Illyrians and the Greeks, intensified in the ancient Adriatic, so the process of Hellenization increased.

Many of these conclusions were founded on a comparison of data in written sources and archaeological finds in a funerary context. Hence, traditional diffusionist and modernist interpretation, based on particular anthropological and (neoclassical) economic models highlight foreign cultural and economic influence on populations whose collective identity was primarily based on their ethnicity, but was also manifested through economic relations and vertical social diversification. The following names have been used in labelling different class distinctions and identifications in the Balkans during the late prehistory and protohistory. Terms like Principes (mentioned in the written sources), “princes”, “tribal aristocracy” and “warrior aristocracy” (defined in archaeological and modern historiographical literature), denote ruling classes in the given social context. Ancient authors also named lower classes of the Illyrian society, which have been equally communicated in modern historiography, namely “dependent peasants” (prospelatai) and “slaves” (servi).

Additionally, distinct socio-political and economical formations were identified within the Illyrian society in later periods of their protohistory. In modern historiography these were denoted as the koine or smaller alliances within a particular community centred towards a particular big settlement (for an example, the koine
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of Amantia, the *koine* of Byllis, the community of Dimal, etc.). This conclusion was also based on comparison of written sources and archaeological records (finds of particular coins, locally produced); and were also founded in formalistic views on the ancient economy and analogies with the contemporary Hellenistic institutions.

Regarding critics of diffusionism and bearing in mind that archaeology developed as a discipline in the context of modern European socio-political conditions, the concept of Hellenization should be seen today as a modern construct that is projected onto the past. Although the acculturation model originally was conceptualized as a two-way communication and elaboration of cultural influences, in the case of eastern Adriatic late prehistory it was almost exclusively seen as overwhelming one-way Greek influence on Illyrians, and not as both parties’ specific cultural response to various socioeconomic contacts.

Conclusions founded on the archaeological evidence for the most part regard the extent of economic and military power along with the degree of Hellenization. These have been based on the measured quantity and quality of archaeological finds found in the funerary context. In other words, it is an evaluation of luxurious and imported objects found within burial places, comprehended through modern values of one’s wealth, economic and political power.

However, economic relations in the distant past were of particular importance in archaeological interpretation founded on neo-evolutionary typologies and substantivist conceptions of socioeconomics. In this respect, explanation of the emergence of great number of imports in the central and western Balkan Iron Age, especially in funerary contexts, was based on a systemic conception of culture and on an application of various socioeconomic models (ideal or artificial displays of society); moreover, archaeological data have been attached to supposed theoretical explanation, in attempt to form objective conclusions.

From substantivists’ point of view, the economy in the distant past should not be understood in terms of primitive market (capitalistic) economic relations, but as part of socioeconomic totality, in which production, exchange and trade of goods were socially conditioned and bonded. In that respect, an interpretation that explains the rich profusion of imports as a mark of developed trade in the given (pre)historical context (often implicitly understood and described in terms of market economy) is therefore too simplistic and consequently erroneous. This changed view has implications for the understanding of vertical social diversification in the given prehistorical context. It has impact on identification of social classes of late prehistory along with comprehension of identities that could have been related to them.

Socioeconomic relations in the central and western Balkan Iron Age were labelled as chiefdoms – institutionalised kin based relations characterised by centralised redistribution of goods by dominant social actors – chiefs. Chiefs are considered members of the dominant class, and thus could be aligned with a distinct social identity manifested through high social status. This status was founded on their clan relations and position, along with their socioeconomic function. This aspect was principally demonstrated by differences of quality of funerary finds and their functional explication within modelled presumptions.

The inference regarding chiefdoms was derived from the substantivist view of socioeconomics in the distant past – conceptions of goods production, exchange, trade and warfare, chiefly conditioned by social structures in the past. Therefore, the change of theoretical frameworks related to the understanding of the economy in the past also slightly changed the focus of archaeologists with respect to social identifications, from horizontal social diversification to vertical diversification, and from ethno-cultural categorisation of groups to functional explanation that modelled arrangements of socioeconomic structures in prehistory.

Yet, this interpretation does not offer a complete answer. The apparent complexity, fluidity and constant chances for alteration of social
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identities in prehistory just cannot be fully captured. Identities in the distant past cannot just be modelled, but rather need to be comprehended through social practices, indicated by the ways of consumption of material culture.

5. Case study: Socioeconomic practices and identities in the Late Iron Age Ošanići

One of the examples of the complex phenomena described above is the archaeological traces of Iron Age settlement located in Ošanići, in the southeastern part of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Iron Age settlement was dated between the 8th and 1st century BC, but a drastic change in the archaeological record at the site in terms of architectural elaboration and increased quantities of various imported artefacts occurred from the end of the 4th century BC onward. According to written sources and locally produced coins, the population of that area was identified as the Illyrian tribe of Daorsoi, and the complex at Ošanići was identified with the ancient “urban” settlement of Daorson.

This well-founded criticism, derived from the post-structuralist point of view, puts into question not just “Illyrian” identity of the Daorsoi, but their tribal identification.

5.1. Archaeological overview of the Late Iron Age settlement at Ošanići

Ošanići is situated in a rough and fragmented landscape, in a hilly and karstic area, called Humine. The fortified Iron Age settlement was the largest in this area by far; it was surrounded with contemporaneous, also fortified, but smaller settlements, like those in Borojevići, Brštani, Dragovija, Prenj, Čapljina, Vid, and many others. The settlement is situated on the Gradina Hilltop and on the Banje Plateau; it is elevated above the Vidovo Plain and the Bregava River, a tributary of the Neretva River, the river valley of which connects the Adriatic Coast and its hinterland.

A necropolis, in which two graves were excavated, was found to the east of the settlement. The settlement covers at least 20 ha, and it was gradually enlarged during its existence. The fortified part of the settlement occupies the hilltop and southern / western slopes, and encloses remains of houses, a cistern, cult structures and streets, the directions of which were adjusted to the terrain morphology.

The main fortification structure positioned between two parts of the settlement, the “Hellenistic” wall dated between ca. 300 to the 2nd century BC, was gradually constructed; the main gate, rectangular towers, second gate were added, and both gates were finally made smaller. The unfortified part extends over the plateau eastward; it comprises remains of cisterns, buildings and large enclosures, and is connected with streets, the main ones of which have irregular radial ori-
entation and meet on an open space called “Agora” in front of the main gate.93

The most numerous finds from the settlement are imported amphorae. Several thousands of fragments were found, dating between the 6th and 1st century BC, but most come from the 4th to the 2nd century BC and include Greco-Italic, Corinthian B, Pharos 2, Lamboglia 2 types, as well as some East Mediterranean and other types.94 Many fragments had scratched graffiti using writing from various alphabets (e.g., Latin, Greek, Etruscan, Umbrian, Phoenician), probably denoting the primary owners of transported products (wine and olive oil) or numerical signs.95 One of them has the name Daorsoi inscribed.96

Fine pottery finds include predominantly Gnathian vessels, mostly skyphoi and oenochoai, imported from Southern Italy and Vis;97 many of these vessels’ fragments were found within the settlement, but excavated graves also contained imported skyphoi, unguentaria and fragments of other pots.98

Around 60 bronze and silver coins of different origins were found at Ošanići, dating between the 5th and the 2nd century BC; except for a few coins which were excavated near the main gate in a destruction layer, almost all were found in the settlement close to its highest point and inside houses.99 Locally minted coins can be dated to the 2nd century BC; they were made of bronze, on one side with an image of a man (possibly the ruler) wearing a hat (petasos or kausia), and on the other a ship (lembos) as well as the name Daorson (ΔΑΟΡΣΩΝ in Greek).100 So far, 11 pieces from different minting series are known.101 Imported coins include 28 pieces of King Bal-laios (the 2nd century BC), and pieces of Roman Republican coins, as well as coins of Anactorio, Corinth, Dyrrachium, Pharos, Phocis (mostly dating between the 4th and the 2nd century BC).102

Finds of weapons are known from different archaeological contexts. Iron spears were found within the settlement in destruction layers, and one piece in a grave of a man; almost all of them dated to the last four centuries BC, but they are different in origin; the so-called Illyrian pieces have parallels with finds in Montenegro and Albania, one piece has analogies with finds from northern Bosnia, and one is of La Tène (“Celtic”) type.103 Several arrowheads were found in the settlement; one was described as “Greek”.104 Two iron knives were found, and both in the grave of a woman.105 One iron sword was found in the settlement.106

Uncovered fragments of bronze helmets belong to the so-called Illyrian type were found, dating to the 4th/3rd century BC; a fragment of one of them was found in the fortified part of the settlement,107 while the second one was excavated in front of the main gate in the destruction layer.108 It was damaged and signed with three letters PIN (ΠΙΝ, in Greek), which is an abbreviation for the personal name Pinnes.109 Finds of jewelry at Ošanići are known both from the settlement and necropolis. They are mostly dated between the 5th and the 1st century BC, and include local products, like bronze buttons and double pins; but imported objects predominate: La Tène fibulae, imported double pins, one golden plate with woman’s image, three bronze belt plates, and some other Mediterranean imports.110

The previously mentioned grave of a woman also contained a golden ring with semi-transparent stone of Italic origin, a silver omega pin, three La Tène fibulae, imported double pins, one golden plate with woman’s image, three bronze belt plates, and some other Mediterranean imports.110
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Tène fibulae, a part of an earring (a small “negroid” head) of the South Italian origin.111

A significant find from Ošanići is the tools’ depot found in one of the houses of the 2nd century BC; it contained 245 objects including agricultural, metalworking and woodworking tools, as well as casts and semi-finished products of jewelry.112 Tool finds in the settlement also include bronze fishing hooks and sewing needles.113

5.2. “Daorson” and “Daorsot”

The above reviewed archaeological material from Ošanići points to some of the crucial socioeconomic practices and consequently to various socioeconomic and cultural identifications in the past. Practices of warfare and habitation within a fortified and self-sufficient settlement which possessed the ability to defend itself (mutual defence) and produce basic goods, are strongly suggested by the evidence.

The settlement at Ošanići was surrounded by other settlements in the landscape with numerous local settings.114 All the settlements here were fortified,115 but they were not connected and not oriented towards mutual line of defence. These facts demonstrate that their inhabitants primarily defended themselves locally (individually).116

Consequently, those communities must have been self-sufficient. This is indicated not just through topography analysis, which shows that each settlement controlled particular local resources, but also with finds of various tools. Even the biggest settlement could not rely on importing basic goods, but had to produce them. All these notions influenced ideas of various local identities within the area.

Tools found exclusively within the settlement had no particular significance for recognition of social positions and rank, and their usage was widespread with exception of specialized metalwork production. Finds of weapons and their contexts additionally suggest that warfare was a widespread practice. Warrior attributes and looks emphasized in personal appearance, using objects of different origins was not exclusively related to some local (“Illyrian”) identification, but personalised and even marked with personal signatures (the helmet of Pinnes).

Personalized appearance was accessorised with jewellery and clothing parts of various origins, suggesting layered cultural apprehensions and the various status of people. This aspect is illustrated especially by the grave of a woman, which contained locally produced knives, but imported jewellery of various origins and vessels for wine consumption. Personal identifications were to a significant degree communicated through material and even written reinterpretation of predominantly imported values, consumed through socioeconomic interactions.

A part of these interactions was the redistribution of goods and objects. This is strongly suggested by the distribution patterns of amphorae and fine pottery at Ošanići and its neighboring settlements.117 These vessels were present in largest quantities at Ošanići, but in much smaller quantities at other places, despite some of them being much closer to the respective centers of production.118 This suggests that Late Iron Age settlement at Ošanići was one of the centers for redistribution of wine and olive oil, as well as for fine pottery used in wine consumption.119 This
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network of socioeconomic exchange must have been one of focal points for social recognition in the past, which consequently influenced the idea of collective identity of a particular group of socioeconomic actors, centralised through redistribution practice at the settlement found in Ošanići.

The finds of various coins at Ošanići and in neighbouring settlements suggest their inhabitants’ involvements in various and coexisting exchange networks. Locally produced coins indicate that one of these networks was centralized at Ošanići “Daorson”, organised by the settlement’s elite who signed the coins, and/or the ruler depicted in these objects, suggesting his high social status and strong personal, local and probably also regional identity reproduced through socioeconomic practice.

Redistribution in “Daorson” is even suggested with Ošanići settlement plan. Open space of the “Agora” where radially positioned streets meet, directed the movements of incomers coming from beyond the great wall, which protected the locals. This indicates a specifically structurized (centralized) space; the place of redistribution.

Hence, it is noteworthy to pose the question whether Daorsói could be perceived as a socioeconomic network which was repeatedly reproduced through exchange practices, rather than an ethnic group; and whether this group was centralized through those practices directed at the particular place for exchange, Daorson, which is identified (stamped) through the medium (coins) used in the exchange practices?

6. Concluding Thoughts

By all appearances, individual and group, social and cultural identities in the past communities were constantly constructed and reconstructed in various ways through social practices, which involved communication of miscellaneous meanings associated with the routines of consumption of different objects and goods. These objects were predominantly various imports, exchanged through socioeconomic relations.

In the Late Iron Age communities in the Southeastern Adriatic and its hinterland, various though they were closer to that production center and in position to be mediators between different communities, social and cultural identities were significantly embedded in socioeconomic relations, considerably reproduced through practices of warfare, habitation and socioeconomic exchange, primarily redistribution and distribution of goods and objects. These practices conditioned awareness of particular groups and communities regarding their common identities embedded in these (socioeconomic) interactions, and overlapped in their comprehensions, recursively articulated through their actions (practices).

The view presented here cannot deny the existence of ethnic identifications of people in the late prehistory. Some form of ethnic distinctions must have existed in this social context, namely based on usage of spoken language in the past. But such identifications are not clearly documented in the archaeological records, nor did they significantly influence socioeconomic relations, which are strikingly evident in archaeological traces. Surely, those identifications could not have been perceived equally in the distant past as they are in the modern era.

However, kin based relations as well as cult practices must have been of great importance for collective identifications. This was confirmed with existence of group burials and consumption of wine in the documented funerary practices.120

Archaeological materials taken into consideration and changed theoretical perspective to approaching identities in the past, imply contrasting view to the traditional one. I would like to point that the ideas of collective identities in the given social context in the past were considerably (re)produced through socioeconomic practices and relations.

Na engleski jezik preveo autor
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